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SOCIALISM AND
THE DEAD LEVEL.

By R. B. SUTHERS.

OF the many objections to Socialism which arouse

feelings of alarm and horror in the minds of the

uninstructed public, perhaps the argument that

Socialism will reduce everyone to a " dead level of

equality " makes the widest and most effective

appeal.

There is scarcely any person, however poor and
lowly, who does not actually know someone who
is worse off than himself. Consequently, everybody
sees the possibility of himself falling still lower in

the world ; and when people are told that Socialism

will "reduce ". them to one dead level, each thinks

of someone, at any rate a little lower in the scale

than himself, and shrinks with disgust from the

prospect of being tumbled into that abyss. He will

have nothing to do with Socialism if that is

Socialism.

It is characteristic of this commercial money-
grubbing age that so many people (having heard
that Socialism means equality) should assume that
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the equality desired can mean only one thing

—

equal wages.

When the £2 a week leader writer, advertisement

canvasser, assistant compositor, and invoice clerk of

the Bloxcum, Sludgby, and Bashham Gazette writes

with scornful decision that "the Socialists' dream
of equality is vain; no two men are alike; no two
men produce the same amount of wealth; no two
men have the same ability; the attempt to reduce

mankind to one dead level is futile,' ' he is thinking

of the impossibility of himself living on £1 or less

a week like the navvy, or the docker, or the railway

porter.

When the £20 a week leader writer of the

Morning Mail repeats the same startling truths, with

some scientific embroidery gathered from a hasty

glance at Herbert Spencer's biography, he is think-

ing of the horror of being reduced to the dead level

of the £3 a week reporter. Socialism of that kind is

clearly impossible.

Here is a typical example of the anti-Socialist's

way of dealing with the question

:

If everyone gets a like prize, that prize loses

its value, and if, furthermore, everyone gets the

prize whether they strive for it or not, they will

cease to strive for it. Incentive, energy, ability,

all the qualities that make for good, are wasted
when all are treated alike. By degrees men and
women, dosed by Socialism, would become mere
automatons. Everyone would get fed whether

he worked for his daily bread or not, and so the

lazy would wait like fattening fowls in a coop
for their meals, and the hardier would, through
fear or hunger, do just enough work to procure

themselves food.

There is a very glaring error in that paragraph.

It is not true that Socialists propose to feed every

-
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one "whether he works or not" That is a present-

day evil wrhich Socialists wish to abolish. To-day,

hundreds of thousands of rich and poor loafers are

fed " whether they work or not" The idler, rich or

poor, could not wish for a system of society more
like Paradise than the present system under which

the hardest workers get the smallest rewards.

Under Socialism every person would have " the

right to work," and any able person who refused to

work would be sent to a suitable asylum, where he

would receive remedial treatment. Laziness is a

curable disease. The desire to live at the

expense of others is a disease. Socialism would cure

both.

To-day the right to work is not admitted, so that

it is impossible to prove whether an unemployed is a

professional loafer or a victim of the scramble for

a living. Socialism would enable us to solve that

problem. Under Socialism a beggar would be im-

possible. No one would give alms to a man when it

was known that public work was available for all

the able, and hospitals and asylums for the sick and
incapable.

Having disposed of the absurd notion that

Socialists wish to force the industrious to feed the

lazy, let us now consider the question of equal wages
and their effect.

"When all are treated alike," we are told,

"energy and ability will be wasted."

But is it the Socialist idea to treat all alike ?

I can find nothing suggesting equal wages in the

programmes of the Socialist organisations. I can
find nothing about reducing everyone to a dead
level. But I do find something about " equality of

opportunity " and "equality of the sexes."

What do Socialists propose ? Turn to the pro-

gramme of the Social Democratic Party.

The object of the S.D.P. is " the Socialisation of
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the means of production, distribution, and
exchange, to be controlled by a democratic State in

the interests of the entire community and the com-
plete emancipation of Labour from the domination

of Capitalism and Landlordism, and the establish-

ment of social and economic equality between the

sexes.'
'

That is to say, the land, the mines, the machinery,

the ships, the factories, and all things used in the

production of wealth are to be socialised or

nationalised—that is, they are to belong to the

nation, just as our Post Office belongs to the nation,

and as the railways belong to the nation in Belgium,

and India, and Germany.
And please note, these things are to be controlled

by the people in the interests of " the entire com-
munity.' ' The entire community.

There is nothing there about reducing everyone

to a dead level, nothing about equal wages. Men
and women are to be on a social and economic
equality. That is, man is not to have greater politi-

cal or social privileges than woman, nor woman
greater than man.

In the same programme you will find proposals

for present-day legislation regarding income and
wages. A graduated income tax and a minimum
wage of 30s. for all workers are demanded. A
minimum wage, not a common wage.

Now let us look at the programme of the Fabian
Society.

"The Fabian Society consists of Socialists, It

therefore aims at the re-organisation of Society by
the emancipation of land and industrial capital

from individual and class ownership, and the vest-

ing of them in the community for the general

benefit. In this way only can the natural and
acquired advantages of the country be equitably
shared by the whole people."
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" Equitably shared" does not mean equally

shared. It means fairly or justly shared.

The object of the Independent Labour Party is

"An Industrial Commonwealth founded upon the

Socialisation of land and capital/ ' and in the pro-

gramme is this sentence :
" Work and wealth result-

ing: therefrom should be equitably distributed over

the population."

Again the word equitably is used. Not
"equally."

Both the Fabian Society and the I.L.P., like the

S.D.P., advocate a graduated income tax and a

minimum living wage.

It is clear, then, that the organised Socialists do
not demand "equality" in wages under Socialism.

All they demand at the present moment is a

minimum living wage for all workers !

It is true, however, that many Socialists look for-

ward to a time when mankind shall have " worked
out " the passion for getting which to-day obsesses

so many people, to a time when the decencies of

civilisation now monopolised by the few shall be

the common property of all, to a time when snobbish

class distinction shall have been obliterated by
the rising sea of culture, to a time when poverty

shall be no more than a tale told by the firelight on
a winter's night.

Under these ideal conditions it is impossible to

imagine men and women quarrelling about wages.

Even Herbert Spencer, the arch-individualist, fore-

saw a good time coming when men shall find their

greatest happiness in co-operation for the common
good. Under such conditions it would seem quite

natural that wealth should be produced and con-

sumed on the principle of " From each according to

his capacity, to each according to his needs."

This, it will be noticed, is a very different prin-

ciple from "equality" of wages. Equality of
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wages would be as absurd as equality of boots, or

hats, or trousers. The dreary pictures drawn by
anti-Socialists of people under Socialism all rising

together at the sound of a hooter, all dressing in the

same machine-made clothes, with an equal number

of buttons, all rushing into huge barracks to

machine-made bread and butter, and cups of cocoa,

of Lockhartian equality, all tramping to similar

factories, and working in "gangs" ("gangs," of

course), under the supervision of equally tyrannical

overseers for an equal number of hours, and so on
r

these are all bad dreams caused by imagining that

Socialists wish to perpetuate and elaborate the pre-

sent conditions under which the masses live. Anti-

Socialists, when attacking Socialism, invariably

describe some evil existing to-day which Socialists

wish to abolish, and then say, " That is Socialism.

How would you like that? "

All these quaint notions about Socialists desiring
" equality, " meaning equality of wages, are based
on a misunderstanding of the Socialist ideal, an
incapacity to imagine the possibility of so changing
conditions of life that men shall cease to think most
of the necessity of getting a living or getting rich.

No Socialist supposes it possible to realise this

ideal suddenly. Every Socialist knows that this

good time, if it ever comes, must grow naturally,

men must first desire it. They must yearn for it.

Then they must work for it, and faith can move
mountains.

The Socialist has a fairly clear idea of what is

possible to-day, and he hopes by achieving that, he

feels sure that having achieved that, he will be so

much the nearer to the realisation of his ideal.

There are two kinds of Socialism. Practical

Socialism and Ideal Socialism, or To-Day
Socialism, and Some-Day Socialism.

To-Day Socialism is the kind advocated in the
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programmes of the organised Socialist bodies quoted
above.

Under Socialism of this kind, all the land and
other capital used in industry would belong to the

people, and would be managed by the people.

Wages and salaries would be paid, but there would
be no competition for the means of living, no oppres-

sion of workers by employers, no sweating, no jerry-

building, no unemployed problem, no slums. The
nation would, under Socialism, rapidly become
much richer, the standard of life would be raised,

and the dream of the Some-Day Socialist would
begin to seem less ridiculous and impossible.

Of Some-Day Socialism Blatchford says, in

Merrie England: "Under Ideal Socialism there

would be no money at all, and no wages. The in-

dustry of the country would be organised and
managed by the State much as the Post Office now
is; goods of all kinds would be produced and dis-

tributed for use, and not for sale, in such quantities

as were needed ; hours of labour would be fixed, and
every citizen would take what he or she desired from
the common stock. Food, clothing, lodging, fuel,

transit, amusements, and all other things would be

absolutely free, and the only difference between a

Prime Minister and a collier would be the difference

of rank and occupation."

After all, this vision of the future does not de-

mand a very extraordinary effort from the reader's

imagination. We are merely asked to believe that it

is possible for the whole people to rule their lives on
the principles which are observed by every rational

person to-day, however wealthy he may be.

A sensible person, though a millionaire, does not

over-eat or indulge in harmful liquors, he does not

waste money on costly clothes, or fill his house with

useless furniture, he does not spend his time in the

pursuit of " pleasure.' ' Though a rich man to-day
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has the power of choosing his occupation, the

citizen of the future would be almost as free for the

greater part of his time. A rich man to-day has

the means of travel, he has command of the best

physicians and surgeons, he has little or no anxiety

for the future. In the organised State of the future

every citizen would enjoy these privileges. " From
each according to his capacity, to each according to

his needs." Is not this principle the guide of many
to-day ? Have we not men and women who give as

much as they can and take as little as they need ?

Why, then, should it be so Utopian to imagine a

whole nation following this principle ?

Socialists know as well as anyone that " equality
"

is impossible. We know that no two men are alike.

We do not wish to reduce all to "one dead level."

But we believe in "equality of opportunity."

What do me mean by that ?

We believe that every child should have the

opportunity of developing his powers of body and
mind to the utmost, so long as the exercise of those

powers does not interfere with the exercise of similar

powers in others.

Is that an impossible demand ? Is it an unwise

demand from a patriotic and national point of

view?
Consider the conditions of to-day. There is no

equality of opportunity. The bulk of our popula-

tion are poor. A London County Councillor said

that people with less than £160 a year were very

poor. Only about a million people earn more than

that sum. What chance have the children of the

poor and the poorest of developing their potentiali-

ties?

Little or none. A few favoured or lucky mem-
bers of the poorer classes may force themselves into

positions where they may exercise their talents

freely. But the majority are kept down by circum-
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stances, by bad food, bad air, bad housing, over-

work, and lack of education.

The majority of our children finish their educa-
tion, such as it is, at the age of 14 or under. There
are about five million boys and girls between the

.ages of 14 and 21. Of these about four millions

have done with school for ever. In Germany every

child is educated till the age of 17 or 18.

Our middle and upper class children have much
better chances of developing their powers. Many of

them receive a handsome start, but thousands even of

the favoured are trampled under in the scramble for

a living, their talents wasted and turned to nought
by our idiotic system of competition.

Socialists say these conditions are bad—bad for

the individual and bad for the nation.

Looking at the question even from the sordid

point of view of the money grubber, it is surely bad
policy to starve and stunt the population. Other
nations have learned the amazing truth that health

of the body and mind conduce to wealth produc-

tion and supremacy in the competitive scramble.

Our ruling classes seem to think of nothing but

grabbing as much wealth as possible to-day. The
people may be used up in the process and the nation

may be left decadent and helpless to face its rivals.

What matter ? After us the deluge.

But the Socialist ideal is not to train healthy men
and women for the purpose of selling cotton cloth

a farthing cheaper than Germany or Japan. The
Socialist ideal is the production of the largest num-
ber of u

full - breathed, happy - hearted men and

women," not a nation of cunning over-reachers and
sharpers, and foreign-devil haters.

Therefore Socialists believe in opening every

avenue to health of body and opulence of mind to

all children. We want equal opportunity for every

child to develop the potentialities born in it. So
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much, they believe, is possible to-day. Is not this

an entirely wise and truly patriotic desire ?

Dead levels ? I wonder where the leader writers

keep their eyes !

Where is there a system that produces more of

the horrors of dead-leveldom than the present

system? Equality in work, equality in wages,

equality in jerry-built houses, equality in machine-
made shoddy clothes, equality in machine-made
gimcrack furniture, equality in bad ha'penny jour-

nalism. Millions are doomed to a dead level of

monotony and "equality" now. Monotony and
equality are the ideals of the captains of industry

of to-day. Not of the Socialists.

Socialists want to change all that. Under
Socialism this poor nation would speedily become
so rich that every person would have time and
opportunity to develop his individuality. Then
inequalities and differences in talent would have a

chance of showing themselves. To-day they are

rolled into one dead level by the Juggernaut of

Competition and Profit-mongering. It is not

Equality, but Inequality, that Socialists want. Not
Monotony, but Variety.

" But how would wages be fixed under To-Day
Socialism ?" asks a practical person.

Well, how are wages fixed now?
On the principle of pay no more than you must,

and get as much as you can. As the landlords,

dividend hunters, and employers are the top dogs,

the mass of wage-earners, the bottom dogs, fare

very badly.

But under Socialism one of the very first things

the nation would do would be the fixing of a

Minimum Wage in all industries sufficient to enable

the average person to procure a sufficiency of the

physical and mental food required to keep up his

capacities to a, minimum standard.
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What do we do to-day in our municipal under-

takings ?

The rule is to pay a living wage. Tramway and
'bus workers, for instance, under private companies

were and are miserably paid. Their hours are long

and their wages are low. Sixteen hours a day -for

4d. or 6d. an hour is common.
But under municipal management tramway

v/orkers get much better conditions. In some cases

50 per cent, better than under private companies.

Still, their wages now are by no means high. They
do not get more than a living wage.

That is the first step under Socialism. A living

v/age for all workers. Is it not a very significant

fact that there are so many millions to whom a mere
living wage would be like the sudden cessation of

lifelong pain ?

Having established a living wage in the industries

taken over by the nation, we should have to await

developments.

Only 2\ per cent, of the capital of the country

belongs to the people collectively at present. Con-
sequently the improvement in the conditions of the

people from this source is not very striking as yet.

But when we had nationalised the railways, the

land, the mines, the factories, the shops—as rent

and profits began to fall into the coffers of the State,

then would arise the question of the distribution of

the largely-increased wealth due to the scientific

organisation of industry.

First, a living wage for all workers. Next, I

imagine, there would be a gradual increase in the

v/ages of the lower-paid classes, a levelling up, not a

levelling down.

We are a conservative people, and old customs

would doubtless retain their influence for many
years; the differences of to-day would persist for

some time, but in a much less acute form.
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Would the policeman get the same wages as the

Prime Minister ? Would the doctor be no " better

off " than the street sweeper? Would a Dan Leno
receive no greater reward than—you know who ? Is

the inventor to be paid nothing extra for the fruits

of his genius and application ? Will the Kiplings

and Corellis be "on an equality " with the Simses

and the Pett Ridges ? Will that fool Brown get the

same wages as I?
That is the question. Will that ineffable snob

Brown, who has the brains of a crab and the conceit

of an actor, be paid the same wages as me?
This spirit of superiority and snobbery is not con-

fined to people who earn their living by their brains,

or to people who live on dividends and interest

earned by the workers. The working classes are

just as much the victims of class distinctions as any
other class.

But Socialists hope and believe that these petty

divisions between classes are gradually being

bridged over by the growing spirit of sympathy and
community of interests.

As Robert Blatchford tells us in Not Guilty, man
did not make himself, therefore man is not respon-

sible for his actions. " He comes into the world just

as his ancestors have made him. He did not choose

his ancestors ; he had nothing to do with the mould-
ing of their natures. Every quality, good or bad,
in his own nature, has been handed down to

him by his forbears, without his knowledge or

consent."

How, then, can any intelligent person plume him-
self on his superior gifts ?

Is he physically strong ? Who gave him that

strength ? His ancestors.

Is he clever? Who made his brains? Not him-
self. His ancestors.

Why should the bricklayer look down on the
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labourer? Why should the engineer look down
on the stoker? Why should the buyer look down
on the salesman ? Why should the cashier look

down on the clerk? Why should the editor look

down on the reporter ? Why should the 'bus driver

look down on the coster ? Why—but why go on ?

Everyone knows the thousands of foolish class dis-

tinctions which exist Can they be defended on any
rational grounds ?

Socialists say they cannot. Socialists believe that

every man, woman, and child is in this respect at

least on an equality. All are the creatures of
heredity and environment.

If, then, all are the creatures of heredity and
environment, if no man is creator of his abilities, it

is clearly foolish and unreasonable for any person

to patronise his fellows on the ground of his superior

gifts, physical or mental.

When we can get the people to understand this

simple truth we shall have done a good deal to over-

throw one of the greatest obstacles to a just con-

sideration of the question of wages under Socialism.

Why should a doctor be paid more than a collier ?

For one reason. That it costs more to produce
and keep a doctor than a collier.

Is the doctor more useful to the community than

the collier ?

Surely not. Each working member of a properly-

organised society would be as useful as any other.

Each would be necessary to the other. The collier's

work is needed, the doctor's work is needed.

But colliers are plentiful while doctors are

scarce.

Is that so? That is a thing that remains to be

proved. How many boys have the chance of
becoming doctors to-day ? Not many. Why ?

Because of the cost of education.

Any boy may become a collier, but how many
13



boys who become colliers might make good doctors

had they the chance ?

And even to-day the medical profession is over-

crowded, and some doctors can earn no more than

a collier.

Under Socialism the best education would be open
to every child. If we found that all children had
brains and that none wanted to do manual work, the

boot would be on the other leg, and we might have
to pay our colliers more than our doctors.

How will the inventor and the genius be rewarded
under Socialism ?

In some cases it would be possible to judge of

the value of a gifted man's work. Suppose a

captain of industry saved the nation £100,000 a

year by introducing new methods of production.

It would not be difficult to decide on the reward to

be given for such services. Money cannot pay for

some services, and as a rule it is not the inventor

and the genius who are greedy for money.
The genius will be all right under Socialism. Is

he all right to-day? Always? Think.

To determine how much a doctor should be paid,

bow much a scientist, how much a captain of in-

dustry, how much a schoolmaster, how much an
actor, how much a writer, how much an engineer,

may seem difficult. But it is a problem that would
solve itself.

The nation could fix certain sums based on old

custom and the new conditions. If the supply of

brain workers were equal to the demand, it would
be concluded that the terms offered were agreeable.

If the terms were not agreeable and it was found
that people with brains rather chose manual occupa-

tions than accept them, the terms would be raised.

But is it likely there would be sordid squabbles of

this kind ? Think.

Suppose a genius invented a machine for washing
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clothes and threatened to destroy it unless the nation

paid him an enormous sum for it.

It would be very awful to lose the machine, but

not so awful under Socialism to lose an invention as

it is to-day to gain one. Because under Socialism

there would be no need for toilsome drudgery, and
the people would be in a position to say to a greedy
genius :

" We should like your machine, and we will

pay you so much for it, but after all, we can do very

well without it."

But, heart of man, does anyone suppose that

under Socialism, when every worker would be

assured of at least a decent livelihood, when
poverty, competition, and the struggle for mere
existence would have vanished, that any man would
be so mean as to haggle for riches before he would
exercise his gifts for the benefit of the community ?

With all the examples of self-sacrifice, of unre-

quited genius, of loving labour for mankind that

have been produced even in the midst of the bestial

scramble of to-day, are you going to reject

Socialism because brains and genius will not be

sufficiently rewarded ?

All the time during the growth of Socialism the

people would be learning and assimilating the truth

that no man created his talents, that every man is

the creature of heredity and environment, that

brains and genius are the product of nature and
society.

Your gifts are the gifts of the gods. Your
environment is the gift of the society you are born

into. Without environment you cannot exercise the

former. You owe, then, everything to your ancestors

and to society. How will you pay your debt ?

Your ancestors live again in the society you live

in. To that society then must you owe all of which
you are capable.

As this truth becomes rooted in the consciousness
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of the people, so will they come to see that " From
each according to his capacity, to each according

to his needs," is the only equitable law of the

distribution of wealth.
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